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I.

Introduction
The International Air Transport Association (IATA), a trade association that sets up

standards to govern the operations of 82% world’s airlines, released a white paper with the title
“Blockchain in Aviation” in October 2018. In the report, IATA identifies blockchain as one of the
technologies that may have a major impact on the future of aviation and recommends airlines to
consider blockchain as one of the potential solutions to tackle their operational challenges. The
report explains that blockchain is conceptually a type of database and explicitly states that “as a
general rule of thumb, blockchain fits well in areas where there is a need to establish trust between
multiple parties” (IATA 2018b). As aviation is a highly complex sector where collaborations
among a large number of entities are needed, IATA believes blockchain would provide an
opportunity for the aviation industry to streamline business to business interactions and transform
invoicing, reconciliation, settlement and accounting processes. Particularly, the report lists out five
areas where blockchain meets the aviation industry. The five areas include frequent flyer points,
baggage/cargo & spare parts, distribution & payment, passenger & crew identity management, and
smart contracts across the travel value chain.
Yet, IATA’s report offers no specific implementation and acknowledges that it only intends
to raise awareness on blockchain technologies and outline the main challenges. More importantly,
at the time of writing, there seems to be only a limited number of successful cases of development
or implementation of blockchain applications within the aviation industry. As such, this paper
selects three of the five areas and aims to provide more in-depth analysis for airlines and other
stakeholders of the aviation industry to understand better what and how blockchain technologies
could bring to the table. Specifically, this paper attempts to answer the following two questions:
What are the expected benefits and limitations of applying blockchain technologies to the aviation
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industry? To what extent are blockchain technologies effective solutions for the industry’s
challenges in intra-industry payments, frequent flyer programs, and passenger identity
management?
To layout the necessary terminologies and concepts for the analysis, this paper will begin
with a brief discussion on the definition of blockchain and the fundamental properties of the
Bitcoin blockchain. The paper will then identify the limitations of IATA’s current payment
solutions and propose a permissioned blockchain with a proof-of-authority mechanism that can
help to realize the IATA coin concept. Next, the paper will illustrate the issues of having a
centralized ledger for frequent flyer programs and postulate that a private blockchain with smart
contract functionality could be a possible solution. In terms of blockchain design, the paper will
demonstrate that IBM Hyperledger Fabric’s unique execute-order-validate model would make it a
better platform than Ethereum for airlines to consider. In the following chapter, the paper will first
introduce IATA’s OneID vision, outline a generic application of applying blockchain to manage
biometrics, and explain why blockchain should not serve as a primary database for biometrics data.
By examining the role of Keyless Signature Infrastructure blockchain in the e-Estonia project, the
paper will reason that the major challenge of the vision is beyond what blockchain can address.
Lastly, the paper will conclude by summarizing three key findings from the analysis and
suggesting directions for further research.
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II.

Blockchain Fundamentals

Definition(s) of Blockchain
Until now, there is no single standard definition of blockchain. Some may associate, or
confuse, blockchain with Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies. The simple reason behind this is that
cryptocurrencies often utilize blockchain as their underlying technology platform. In fact, even
though the concept of cryptographically linking blocks can be dated back to a 1991 paper by Haber
and Stornetta (Beyer 2018), blockchain technology did not receive much public attention until the
anonymous author Satoshi Nakamoto published the Bitcoin whitepaper in 2008. As such, some
definitions of blockchain may include the unique characteristics of a Bitcoin blockchain. For
example, Deloitte defines blockchain as a peer-to-peer trustless mechanism based on a digital and
distributed ledger, in which every transaction would be cryptographically validated via a consensus
mechanism executed by a network of computers or nodes before being permanently added as a
new block at the end of the chain (Deloitte Insights 2018).
The success of Bitcoin has triggered the development of many other cryptocurrencies
(altcoins) such as Litecoin, Ethereum, and Ripple, which could be seen as imitators or copycats
who adopt the same general approach as Bitcoin but with different tweaks and optimizations. In
some cases, the ecology of these altcoins highly resembles that of Bitcoin. For example, although
Litecoin adopted a different encryption algorithm known as scrypt instead of SHA-256 to improve
the processing speed and reduce the burden of miners, the technicalities of Litecoin’s blockchain
are still highly identical to that of Bitcoin (Chohan 2017). In some other cases, only some elements
of the Bitcoin blockchain remain. An example would be Ripple, which is designed to be a global
payment network that is “quicker, less costly and more scalable” than any other digital platforms
(Ripple 2020). To achieve this, Ripple has control over all the nodes and does not rely on a mining
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mechanism to validate transactions. There is some debate on whether Ripple should be considered
as a blockchain, but it is also not unusual for developers to drastically alter the Bitcoin or altcoin
blockchain to address specific challenges and achieve particular purposes, particularly in areas
other than the financial industry. The definition of a blockchain may, therefore, be less restrictive
to include various technologies that are inspired by the conventional Bitcoin blockchain mechanics.
For instance, a common and parsimonious definition of blockchain will be a “distributed ledger of
data and transactions” (Halaburda 2018).
Nonetheless, the lack of a consistent and concise definition of blockchain does not imply
we should accept the common confusion around blockchain and other technological concepts such
as encryption and smart contract. Before we can understand what blockchain can bring to the
aviation industry, its various attributes and properties should be clarified and explained. Let us
begin with the generic Bitcoin blockchain proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto.

The Bitcoin Blockchain
In his paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System,” Satoshi Nakamoto made it
clear that the Bitcoin electronic payment system was designed to prevent the double-spending
problem that arises from removing a central trusted third party. By all means, the Bitcoin
blockchain is a form of new digital technology that combines peer-to-peer network computing and
cryptography (Davidson, Filippi, and Potts 2018). However, the technologies utilized, such as
private-public key encryption tools and hashing algorithms, are nothing new nor innovative as they
have already existed for decades. The real novelty of Bitcoin comes from its economic incentive
mechanism that enforces the practical immutability of records by accounting for human
participants’ behavior.
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In cryptography, encryption is the process of encoding and scrambling a readable message
or information into an unreadable format called cipher text such that it can only read by the person
who has the decryption key. While symmetric encryption involves using the same key to encrypt
and decrypt, public key encryption involves keys that come in pairs- a public key that is known to
everyone and a private key that only the owner knows. A significant advantage provided by public
key encryption is that no transmission of keys is needed. Meanwhile, a cryptographic hash function
takes a string of any size and produces an output of fixed length. Particularly, any small changes
to the input would lead to a completely different output. A hash must be collision-resistant,
meaning that it would be practically infeasible to find two inputs x and y such that the hash of x
and hash of y are the same; and hiding, meaning given the hash of input x, it would be infeasible
to trace backward and find input x.
It is important to note that the Bitcoin blockchain does not utilize encryption (Narayanan
et al. 2016) as not only the receiver can decrypt the message. Instead, Bitcoin uses the tool of
public key encryption and hashing to enable digital signatures so that everyone can verify the
authenticity of the message. A digital signature consists of the hash of the message and the sender’s
private key. To let others verify the message, the sender would pass on the digital signature and
the original message. The receiver would calculate the hash of the message, decrypt the signature
with the sender’s public key, and compare the two hash values, which should be the same. In a
Bitcoin blockchain, when Alice wants to send some of her bitcoins to Bob, she can digitally sign
the message with a hash of the previous transaction (when Alice receives the bitcoin) and the
public key of the next owner. Every node in the network can now verify that the message comes
from Alice by using Alice’s public key, as every small change in any of the information contained
would lead to a non-matching hash value. Bob may then pay the bitcoin to someone else using the
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same method, and the chain of ownership and transaction, which are consisted of “blocks,” would
be formed.
However, the cryptography mentioned above is not secure enough as it is still prone to the
double-spending attack, which refers to a specific vulnerability of a decentralized system in which
one may spend the same coin more than once. Compared to physical currencies, malicious users
can easily counterfeit digital money by just reproducing digital files. Before Bitcoin, the common
solution is to utilize a centralized system where there will be a trusted central authority to verify
each transaction and prevent double-spend, just like what a bank does. The problem is that the
integrity of the entire system depends on the intermediary, which would become an obvious target
for hackers. Thus, if we want to remove the central authority and form a decentralized system, we
need to find a way to ensure that once Alice sends the money to Bob, she cannot re-send it to
someone else. As such, Nakamoto proposed a proof-of-work consensus mechanism, which allows
the participants of the network, known as the nodes, to collectively vote on the blocks and produce
only one single chain of blocks.
To add a transaction block to the chain, nodes must compete with each other to become the
first one to complete verifying the transactions by checking the digital signatures and that the coin
has not been spent already, as well as solving a cryptographic puzzle that requires significant
computational power. The miner who wins will get a reward known as the block reward, which is
essentially newly generated bitcoins, in addition to transaction fees. This process is known as
mining. Once the answer is computed, any node can easily verify the answer, thanks to the
properties of a hash function. As only the transactions that are included in the longest chain will
be considered as correct, other nodes that are working on other chains will have to switch to this
particular chain by using the hash pointer of the newly mined block to solve the cryptographic
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puzzle for the next block. This incentive encourages nodes to stay honest so that even a greedy
attacker can assemble more CPU power than all other honest nodes in the network, he would need
to choose between using his strong CPU power to create another chain to double spend, or just use
it to win the rewards. Nakamoto summarizes the steps to run the network as the following:
1. New transactions are broadcast to all nodes.
2. Each node collects new transactions into a block.
3. Each node works on finding a difficult proof-of-work for its block.
4. When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes.
5. Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid and not already spent.
6. Nodes express their acceptance of the block by working on creating the next block in the
chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash. (Nakamoto 2008)
Therefore, to summarize, here are some of the characteristics of the Bitcoin blockchain. First,
it is tamper-evident because we can easily recognize if the information has been tampered with,
thanks to both the proof-of-work consensus mechanism and the application of public key
encryption. However, it is only immutable with very high probability but not absolutely immutable
because it is not tamper-proof 1 . Second, the mining process is designed to make solving the
cryptographic puzzle computationally demanding, so that it would be costly for malicious nodes
to produce an alternative history of the blockchain. Nonetheless, this also means that miners would
need to bear some costs of mining, which include setting up and upgrading computer processors,
as well as paying for the electricity consumed by the processors. Third, the records are
decentralized, meaning that instead of a centralized storage by an intermediary, every node will
keep a copy of the entire ledger. As long as half of the nodes in the network are honest, the integrity
1

Note that tamper-evident is different from tamper-proof, which means that message and the signature cannot be
changed or forged at all.
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of the data would not be compromised. Nonetheless, since all the transactions are made public and
accessible by any node, Bitcoin is not entirely anonymous. Although a new pair of keys will be
assigned for each transaction, it is indeed possible for law enforcement authorities or anyone to
connect the dots and link the public addresses to real-world identities. Fourth, the Bitcoin
blockchain is permissionless, meaning that any computer can become a node, participate, and exit
the mining process at any time.
As illustrated, the Bitcoin blockchain is carefully designed to solve the specific doublespending problem of a decentralized payment network. If any of the properties of the Bitcoin
blockchain are altered, there would be trade-offs that one must be aware of. For instance, if one
does not want the public to access all the transaction records and allows only certain nodes to join
the network, it would become a permissioned or a private blockchain. This may imply the presence
of a quasi-central authority to govern the network and accept new nodes, constituting to a tradeoff of the benefits of decentralization. Thus, before applying the Bitcoin blockchain to other
applications, one should be mindful of the potential impacts that may follow.

Blockchain and Smart Contract
The applications of blockchain technologies can be distinguished and categorized into three
generations: Blockchain 1.0, which concerns the original Bitcoin blockchain and its applications
in other cryptocurrencies; Blockchain 2.0, which concerns smart contracts and other applications
in the finance industry; and Blockchain 3.0, which concerns applications in other sectors or
industries (Zhao, Fan, and Yan 2016). Although the concept of smart contracts only appears in the
second and the third generations of blockchain, it is a crucial addition that has enabled more
complex interactions with blockchain-based systems. Indeed, some may already view smart
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contracts as a key element of a blockchain (IBM 2020). As coined by Szabo (1994), smart contract
is a “computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract.” He further illustrated
the idea with a vending machine, which serves as a contract bearer. He suggested that various
contractual clauses can be translated into computer code which is embedded into hardware and
software that can self-enforce them (Szabo 1997), reducing the possibility of frauds and the need
for a trusted intermediary. Within the blockchain context, smart contracts are self-executing scripts
that reside on the blockchain and could be executed independently and automatically in a
prescribed manner on every node in the network (Christidis and Devetsikiotis 2016). A smart
contract can be thought of as an auto-executer so that fulfilling specific conditions would trigger
specific actions and outcomes.
Below is an example that utilizes a smart contract concept on a blockchain. Suppose Alice
and Bob would like to exchange goods X and Y, they could define a smart contract that consists
of the following functions: A “deposit” function that allows Alice to deposit units of X into the
contract, a “trade” function that sends Bob 1 unit of X for every 2 units of Y received, and a
“withdraw” function that sends Alice her assets that are held in the contract. So, to initiate the
transaction, Alice moves 3 units of X to the contract using the “deposit” function. Bob then moves
4 units of Y to the contract and uses the “trade” function to get back 2 units of X. Lastly, Alice can
use the “withdraw” function to receive the 1 unit of X and 4 units of Y. Note that all the transactions
mentioned above will be recorded on the blockchain after the contract has verified the digital
signatures of each action. Compared to traditional exchanges that rely on intermediaries, the
example illustrated that blockchain-based smart contracts could establish trust among the
transacting parities by the following three ways: first, the transacting parties can inspect and
foresee the possible outcomes before deciding to participate in the contract. Second, since the code
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is deployed on a network that neither party has control over, the certainty of the contract execution
can be guaranteed. Third, transacting parties cannot disagree over the outcome, eliminating the
possibility of a dispute.
Although it is possible to embed smart contract codes into the Bitcoin blockchain, a more
popular platform for smart contracts would be Ethereum, which claims itself to be the “world’s
leading programmable blockchain” (Ethereum 2020). Similar to a Bitcoin blockchain, Ethereum
utilizes a proof-of-work consensus mechanism and also issues its own cryptocurrency- Ether
(ETH)- to facilitate transactions. Moreover, it comes with an embedded programming language
“solidity” that allows users to design and create their own applications that run on top of its
blockchain architecture (Andoni et al. 2019), leading to the many applications such as those for
financial payments, insurance, and voting systems.
Another increasingly popular blockchain-based smart contract platform is IBM’s
Hyperledger Fabric (HF), which is a modular and extensible general-purpose blockchain
framework designed for enterprises (Androulaki et al. 2018). Unlike Ethereum, HF is a
permissioned blockchain that allows private channels, meaning only authorized entities can
process data and access the ledger. With a unique consensus mechanism known as the executeorder-validate model, HF executes smart contracts before the transaction has been appended to the
blockchain and improves scalability over the traditional proof-of-work mechanism. HF also does
not require a cryptocurrency to incentivize the nodes in the network to stay honest. However, the
“trust” issue, which is solved with the Bitcoin blockchain, may arise again in such a permissioned
blockchain as the execute-order-validate mechanism may not effectively prevent malicious nodes
from creating alternative records and compromising the integrity of the network.
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Nonetheless, it is a mistake to believe that smart contracts can only reside on a blockchain.
For example, we can embed code into the software of a car, so that when a car lease expires, it
automatically locks the car. Another simple example will be automated recurring bank payments,
in which the scripts entirely rest on a bank’s centralized system. As such, the execution of smart
contracts does not necessarily require a blockchain or a distributed ledger.

Blockchain Taxonomy
As blockchain could come with different properties, it would be helpful for us to consider
the following questions and evaluate the trade-offs before deciding whether blockchain could be a
suitable solution to address the specific challenges in aviation:
1. Is a decentralized solution necessary?
2. Who has access to the network? Do we want a permissionless network in which the
transactions record will be public or a permissioned network in which the records are
only open to specific users?
3. Who will be the miners or the validators? What kind of consensus mechanism do we
need?
4. Are smart contracts a desired feature for the solution? Does it work better with a
blockchain than a non-blockchain platform?
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III.

Intra-industry payment

Background and Problem Identification
In the 1970s, following the deregulation of the industry, airlines’ Computerized
Reservation Systems (CRS) were enlarged to become integrated travel agency systems so that
travel agents could also take advantage of the same efficiencies the airlines saw through
automation. A global distribution system (GDS) links individual CRSs together, enabling realtime inventory-monitoring and transactions across service providers in the travel industry. Today,
Sabre, Amadeus, Travelport (comprised of Apollo, WorldSpan, and Galileo) are three major GDS
providers.
Figure 1 describes how a GDS-centered distribution network works. When a traveler
searched for a flight through traditional travel agencies or online travel agencies (OTAs) like
Expedia and Skyscanner, these agencies will send a request to the GDS. According to the
customer’s request, GDS would then aggregate information from three main channels: seat
availability from airline’s CRS, fare rules from Airline Tariff Publishing Company (ATPCo), and
flight scheduling and routing options from Innovata and OAG. ATPCo, Innovata, and OAG are
private companies that keep track of most airlines’ fare and flight schedules records. The
information is then presented back to the travel agencies and the traveler through GDS’s
application program interface. The traveler confirms the details, pay for the ticket, and the GDS
would make the booking in the airline’s CRS. Therefore, both airlines and travel agencies rely
heavily on GDSs to enable flight ticket sales.
A GDS-centered distribution system faces several challenges in recent years. For example,
both legacy and low-cost carriers are realizing the importance of revenue management, which is
selling the right seat to the right customer at the right price and the right moment. To fully extract
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customer’s willingness to pay, airlines separate the fare into different products. However, due to
the technological limitations of GDSs, airlines can only provide different fare subclasses in the
system but cannot further break down their fares into smaller components to incorporate the
ancillary services. Moreover, as they rely on GDSs to process most of the reservations, airlines
lose control over which distribution channel their products will be shown and cannot adjust the
fare accordingly. The only solution that allows airlines to have full control of their inventories
would be utilizing a direct distribution channel, such as the company’s website, to reach customers.
However, it is unlikely that airlines would want to give up distribution through local travel agencies,
who could more efficiently market to and manage individual customers. It does not seem that these
concerns could be addressed by implementing blockchain technologies.
Nonetheless, another pressing issue concerns the inefficiencies from the process of settling
and reconciling the account. Currently, one option for airlines is to establish and maintain financial
agreements with each ticketing agency. Yet, it could be complex and costly to manage a large
number of agreements. Another option is to utilize a third-party organization that provides
settlement and clearing services. In the United States, the Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC)
serves as a clearinghouse for processing transactions among US airlines and travel agencies.
Alternatively, IATA provides a Billing and Settlement Plan (BSP) for automated accounting and
financial processes among airlines and travel agencies outside the United States (IATA 2020b).
The IATA data collection center would automatically capture the ticketing information from GDS
and airlines’ CRS and identify any discrepancies. At the end of a billing cycle, travel agents would
only need to make one single payment to the BSP, covering sales on all BSP airlines during the
reporting period. Meanwhile, the BSP would make only one consolidated payment to each airline,
covering all the sales made by the BSP travel agents. Although BSPs are region-specific, their
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structures are similar. Generally speaking, one billing cycle will last around three weeks to one
month, but the actual billing calendar for the year will be made available to the participants before
the start of each calendar year. The billing currency will be either the national currency of that
region or USD. Moreover, participating airlines and travel agencies are required to pay an annual
subscription known as the agency fee.
Furthermore, it is common for airlines that participate in alliances to make interline or
codeshare agreements with each other. For example, one may want to fly from Hong Kong to
Australia’s capital city Canberra. There is no direct flight between these two cities. Nonetheless,
the interline agreement between Cathay Pacific Airways and Qantas Airways would allow the
passenger to purchase Cathay’s flight from Hong Kong to Melbourne, and a Qantas flight from
Melbourne to Canberra through Cathay’s Pacific online reservation system. For Qantas’s flight to
Canberra, Cathay will be the plating carrier which holds the passenger’s payment and would pay
Qantas, as the operating carrier, when it uplifts the passenger. It is also possible that Cathay will
also receive codeshare commission as the marketing carrier, which markets the itinerary and incurs
the cost of sale, including frequent flyer points, GDS fees, and customer services. The settlement
process of interline charges depends on the specific agreement made but is usually settled outside
the GDS-centered system via IATA’s Clearing House (ICH). Unlike BSP, airlines is placed in one
of the three zones based on their choice of currency of clearance among USD, GBP, and EUR
(IATA 2020c). They can choose a different currency of settlement to receive payments, and they
can also transact with members of other zones using USD. IATA also provides currency exchange
services for members to convert local currencies to ICH currency of billing. The exchange rate
will be dependent on IATA’s five days rate, which is an average of the exchange rate for five
banking days ending on the 25th of the previous month before the billing date (IATA 2020d). The
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ICH services are free for IATA member airlines, but IATA airlines do have to pay an annual
subscription fee for their memberships. Figure 2 demonstrates a simplified money flow that
involves BSP and ICH services.
Although both BSP and ICH provide great conveniences in simplifying payment
procedures and consolidating small payments, they also introduce time lags and payment delays,
potentially causing cash-flow issues for smaller airlines and travel agencies. Airlines and travel
agencies may have to wait for weeks after the seat is sold to receive the incoming payment and
their share of commission fees, respectively. The time delay may also induce currency risks
resulting from the difference between the rate on the day of transaction and the settlement rate if
airlines are not transacting with their local currencies. Another limitation for BSP is that travel
agencies must obtain accreditation from IATA to participate in a BSP. Although this requirement
may help to prevent fraud and lower the possibility of unrealizable payments, the accreditation
process, which involves locking-in funds and undergoing a financial review, may pose significant
entry barriers for small to medium-sized agencies. For ICH, the limitation for participation is less
significant as non-IATA airlines could join with sponsorship from any other IATA member airline.

Blockchain and IATA coin
While some airlines are interested in developing small-scale private blockchains, such as
S7’s ticketing blockchain which reduces the time delay to 23s (Davies 2019), there are also other
efforts to create an industry-scale blockchain platform. Revealed by IATA in its blockchain
whitepaper, the proposed IATA coin is an industry-owned supernational digital currency to settle
intra-industry transactions. IATA envisions that this new cryptocurrency will make intra-industry
transactions faster and easier. In particular, IATA coin would allow members in the distribution
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system to submit invoices immediately and exclude the clearing process (Ivliev, Mizgireva, and
Martin 2018). It would be better than the existing clearing procedures because it would accelerate
cash flow when payments are settled and confirmed significantly faster on a distributed ledger.
Although no specific details on the design of the blockchain have been revealed to the public, we
could still evaluate whether blockchain can address the pain points and provide a feasible solution
from a theoretical perspective.

Bitcoin blockchain
A Bitcoin blockchain has successfully created a mining mechanism to eliminate the need
for a central authority to verify the transactions. In the aviation distribution landscape, IATA is
now serving as the centralized intermediary to facilitate payments and to require participants to
obtain accreditation. As such, one can envision that the aviation industry may implement a
decentralized, permissionless blockchain like the Bitcoin Blockchain, which maintains mining as
the consensus mechanism and replaces Bitcoin with “IATA coin” as the cryptocurrency. While
airlines and agencies could settle payments directly without IATA, the tamper-evident ledger of
such blockchain would also allow little room for disputes among them. Most importantly,
settlements do not need to take place at the end of a billing cycle but can happen in real-time,
reducing the currency risks arising from the time delay.
Nonetheless, as mentioned in chapter 2, the Bitcoin blockchain is carefully designed to
solve the specific double-spending problem of a decentralized payment network. One critical
property of the Bitcoin blockchain is that all records of transactions are accessible by the public.
This becomes a significant barrier for implementing Bitcoin blockchain not only in the aviation
industry but also for general business uses. Airlines and firms would not want to reveal all their
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transactions with business partners publicly, nor allow miners or nodes with unknown identities to
process their business deals. In a Bitcoin blockchain, miners are encouraged to stay honest because
instead of creating alternative histories, they can use their computing power to earn the block
reward and transaction fees. When only a limited number of transactions could be included in a
block, miners usually prioritize transactions with higher transaction fees. If a similar system is in
place for the IATA coin blockchain to solve the double-spending problem, airlines and travel
agencies would have to compete with each other and pay miners “transaction fees” to get their
transactions included into the chain. Since the amount of transaction fees depends on demand, it
is unclear whether airlines and agencies would incur less transaction costs compared to the current
system with BSP and ICH. As a reference, Bitcoin’s transaction fees could be as low as 12 BTC
and as high as 110 BTC in the 60-day period from March to May 2020 (Figure 3). Moreover, the
theoretical maximal transaction throughput for Bitcoin is only 27 transactions per second
(Georgiadis 2019) with practical throughput at about seven transactions per second (Yang et al.
2019). Meanwhile, high-performance CRS systems of airlines can execute about 1000 transactions
per second (Klein and Hu 2012). Thus, it seems that an IATA coin blockchain based on the design
of the Bitcoin Blockchain would have significant difficulties in scaling up and handling industrywide data.

Design proposal for IATA coin blockchain
As airlines and travel agencies would not want their data to be scrutinized by the public,
instead of a permissionless blockchain, a permissioned or private blockchain should be considered.
This means that we cannot simply allow any unknown node to become a miner. Instead of proofof-work, a proof-of-authority mechanism can be adopted. While proof-of-work requires miners to
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compete with each other, there is no competition among the validators in a proof-of-authority
blockchain. The proof-of-authority mechanism will require only a small group of such verifying
nodes, who are willing to confirm their real-world identities and stay honest by putting at stake
their reputations as a trustable entity. They are re-named as “validators” but not “miners” because
they do not need to conduct any kind of mining. Instead, they only need to verify the transactions
by confirming the validity of the digital signature and ensuring the payer holds sufficient unspent
IATA coins to complete the transactions. They will decide whether the transactions are valid and
should be placed into the blockchain by simple voting with the majority rule, which can be
implemented by setting a minimum level of votes. As each validator will receive the transactions
one by one in the same sequence, no transactions will be missed out theoretically.
Without the mining mechanism, it seems that we do not need a cryptocurrency in the
network to serve as the incentive for the validators. These validators would already be preapproved, and their work can be rewarded by a fixed compensation rate in fiat currencies. However,
implementing a cryptocurrency to this proof-of-authority blockchain can serve another purpose.
In a casino, players must first exchange casino chips with fiat currencies. The casino chip may
carry no intrinsic monetary value, but it represents a specific value of the owner’s real-world assets.
Similarly, the IATA coin could serve as a casino chip for airlines and travel agencies to
demonstrate that they are capable of paying the amount involved in their proposed transactions.
The proposed blockchain would only accept transactions of IATA coins, so the payer must first
exchange the IATA coins from fiat currencies. There could be an unlimited supply of IATA coins,
and they could be bought and sold at any time at a pre-determined exchange rate. In this way, no
accreditation process is needed to verify the identities of the participants. Transactions can be
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approved almost instantly, and airlines can ensure that they have received the right amount of
IATA coins before they issue the tickets.

Evaluation and implications of the proposed blockchain approach
The proposed blockchain that is based on proof-of-authority and IATA casino-coin will
provide several advantages over the traditional BSP and ICH services. For instance, it opens up
the opportunity for microtransactions and instant intra-industry payments. Airlines and agencies
do not need to wait until the end of a billing cycle, which is usually three to four weeks, to receive
their payments, and the currency risks resulting from time lags will be mitigated. Removing the
mining mechanism would also reduce the amount of work needed from validating nodes and
increase their processing power so that the blockchain could be scaled up to handle industry-wide
transactions. Besides, as the blockchain is partially decentralized and each validator will have a
copy of the entire ledger, there is not a single point of failure. Even if some of the validators are
compromised, the records will be practically immutable as long as honest nodes still have control
over 50% of the decision power. The use of IATA coin will also remove the entry barrier for
smaller-sized agencies and airlines as no accreditation process would be needed for participation.
In addition, the proposed blockchain is also compatible with smart contract functionalities
theoretically. For example, an interline agreement can be scripted into a smart contract so that
commission fees can be automatically sent to the operating carrier once the plating carrier receives
the payment from travel agencies or other distributors.
However, there are also significant limitations that come with the proposed permissioned
blockchain. Firstly, without mining, IATA or other quasi-central authorities will still be needed to
decide the governing principles of the network, approve the identities of validators and issue the
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IATA coins. IATA should determine if it would like to serve as the overseer of the network who
ensures the smooth operations of the network, or directly participate as a principal validator and
hold a relatively higher share of the voting rights. It can continue to provide the currency exchange
services that are deployed to facilitate the existing ICH services. However, the presence of such
quasi-centralized authority and the reduced number of validators would offer obvious targets for
hackers. There could also be difficulties in identifying whether the validators are compromised or
not, which means the blockchain is not fully byzantine tolerant, and the unidentified but
compromised node could directly threaten the integrity of the verification process and the ledger.
So, there should be high cyber-security requirements for participating validators. The requirements
may translate to higher operating costs, and consequently, validators may demand higher
compensation rates from IATA. This leads to the second limitation, which concerns the transaction
costs of running this blockchain network. To maintain the network and offer monetary
compensations for the verification nodes, IATA may need to transfer some of the costs to users.
As participation is now not limited to IATA member airlines and agencies, IATA may prefer a
“fee per transaction” model rather than a subscription model. Therefore, the per-unit transaction
cost for airlines may not necessarily be lower with the new proposed blockchain. Airlines and
travel agencies will also need to bear the currency risks resulting from IATA’s exchange rates.
Similar to the five-day rate used in ICH, the exchange rates between fiat currencies and IATA coin
are likely to be based on historical rates for stability and will not reflect the latest rates at the time
of transaction.
To briefly summarize, it seems that a permissioned blockchain with proof-of-authority and
a cryptocurrency that serves as casino-chips could enable intra-industry microtransactions, reduce
time latency costs and lower the risk of having a single point of failure. Although partial
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decentralization cannot guarantee perfect immutability, the proposed blockchain is still practically
immutable if uncompromised validators hold more than half of the voting power. Yet, IATA or
some form of quasi-central authority is needed to govern the network and facilitate the exchange
services. It is also unclear whether the proposed blockchain would provide significant cost
advantages over the existing BSP and ICH services for participants. Furthermore, one may
question whether it is necessary to create a cryptocurrency if we simply want to store the records
on a blockchain. Indeed, if IATA prefers to maintain the existing accreditation processes to prevent
fraud, setting up an IATA coin will not be useful, and participants can directly transact in their
preferred local currencies to further reduce currency risks.
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IV.

Frequent Flyer Program

Background and Problem identification
Almost all airlines have a loyalty or a frequent flyer program (FFP). The business model
for an FFP is simple: An airline awards frequent flyer points or frequent flyer miles (miles) to
customers after each flight, and customers can then redeem their miles for flight tickets, seat
upgrades, and entry to lounges before the points expire. Not all FFPs are free, and the mile systems
vary among airlines. However, the number of miles awarded to each ticketholder often depends
on the same considerations: ticket fare and flight distance. Usually, the more expensive ticket the
passenger purchases and the further the passenger flies, the more miles would be awarded for
future redemption. Meanwhile, airlines may partner with banks, credit card issuers, and retailers
so that customers can also redeem non-aviation products. These retailers may, in turn, purchase
miles from airlines and reward miles to their customers to stimulate sales. This means that
customers can earn and redeem miles in their daily lives, such as going to a restaurant, watching a
movie, or shopping in a clothing store. When customers believe that the FFP would bring costsaving benefits and higher customer status that comes with exclusive perks in the long run, they
would be more willing to be involved and spend on the airlines’ and its partners’ products. Most
importantly, FFPs allow airlines to retain returning customers, discourage them from switching to
their competitors, and secure a marketing channel.
Nevertheless, from the airline’s perspective, there are several costs associated with FFPs.
Firstly, airlines have to negotiate for agreements and manage relationships with partners such as
alliance carriers, credit card issuers, and retailers. They are facing conflicting incentives in which
they could demonstrate exclusivity by strategically partnering with several retailers only or expand
their partner networks to create network effects: the more members in the FFP, the more retailers
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and businesses would want to partner with the airline, and vice versa. Although more airlines are
choosing the latter, the increased number of partners may also increase management costs, and the
revenue from these programs could be more diluted and spread across different parties. Secondly,
airlines are beginning to realize that breakage miles also represent a cost in the sense that the
opportunity to engage customers is lost. To encourage more frequent account activities, airlines
face pressure to expand the FFP network to create more choices for consumers to spend and earn
miles. Nonetheless, most airlines lack the flexibility to implement more complex or sophisticated
reward schemes which may involve multiple parties. For example, to get a certain level of miles,
airlines may want a customer to reach a certain level of spending at shops A, B, and C, respectively.
Yet, under the current system, airlines are the only parties responsible for maintaining the ledger
of the miles. It would be both time-consuming and administratively costly to verify all activities
related to earning and redeeming miles as they would have to reach out to all involved partner
retailers separately. Similarly, it may take airlines a few days to confirm that a passenger was on
board the flight and deliver the awards to his miles account. The time delay means that the
passengers would be unable to redeem for rewards until their activities are finally confirmed by
the airline and reflected in their miles account.

Blockchain and Frequent Flyer Programs
One can imagine that if an FFP is developed on a blockchain platform, the currency for
transactions will be airline miles. It seems that the best that blockchain may benefit FFPs is through
smart contracts. For instance, airlines can customize the conditions and automatically award miles
to passengers once certain requirements are fulfilled, such as upon the completion of a flight. As
such, airlines may design and implement more creative and flexible bonus schemes that involve
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multiple companies. For example, in a reward scheme where a customer could earn certain miles
only after he reaches a certain level of spending at shops A, B, and C, respectively, all the shops
can be included in the same blockchain platform. The miles could be automatically awarded to the
customer by the system once all the required transactions have occurred, and customers can redeem
the points immediately.

Ethereum blockchain
As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the most popular smart contract platforms is Ethereum.
So, one may envision a future where airlines conduct FFP transactions on Ethereum. However, as
Ethereum is highly similar to the Bitcoin blockchain, Ethereum would face similar limitations.
Particularly, Ethereum is permissionless and utilizes the proof-of-work mining mechanism for
consensus. The resulting data transparency will be undesirable for airlines and their retail partners
who want to keep their business agreements private. Moreover, airlines will also have to include
transaction fees for miners for every transaction, which are calculated in units of Ether, its
cryptocurrency. The transaction fee and the exchange rate for Ether are volatile depending on the
demand, posing significant uncertainties for their operation costs. Furthermore, Ethereum has
limited scalability, as it is only designed to handle 200 transactions per second. As the transactions
will have to compete with other transactions in the memory pool to be included in the blockchain,
the risk that the transaction is left out by miners remains. Given the above limitations, it seems that
Ethereum blockchain may not present an attractive opportunity to address the pain points of
operating a frequent flyer program.
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Hyperledger Fabric blockchain
Another increasingly popular smart contract platform is IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric (HF)
blockchain. HF blockchain is permissioned, meaning the identities of all participants must be preapproved. More importantly, it provides a secure and scalable platform designed for enterprise use.
Instead of mining, HF adopts an execute-order-validate model for consensus and consists of
endorser nodes, committer nodes, and an orderer node in addition to the transacting parties
(Androulaki et al. 2018). The HF blockchain organizes the endorser and committer nodes into
different channels so that only the nodes within the same channel can access the specifics of the
transactions. Endorser nodes are a special kind of committer nodes as they also perform functions
of committer nodes, and both endorser and committer nodes are also known as peer nodes.
Endorser nodes are responsible for executing chaincode-scripted smart contracts and recording the
output, while the orderer node accepts endorsed transaction requests, orders them into a block, and
delivers it to the committer nodes. The committer nodes are then responsible for verifying the
transactions again and writing the block into the blockchain (Hyperledger 2020). Although it does
not provide a cryptocurrency, the HF platform allows exchanges of different kinds of assets, such
as flight miles. Figure 4 provides a visualization of a sample HF blockchain network, while below
illustrates a generic and over-simplified hypothetical flow that demonstrates how airlines may
utilize the HF blockchain to facilitate their communications with their FFP’s retail partners.
0. Assume an airline designed a smart contract such that a customer will be rewarded with
M miles when he or she spends D dollars at merchant X:
1. Alice, a member of the airline’s frequent flyer program, arrives at merchant X and is at
the cashier to pay for products that worth a total of D dollars.
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2. By scanning the QR code of Merchant X through the airline’s app, Alice sends a
transaction proposal, which pays D dollars to merchant X in exchange for M miles, to
the group of endorser nodes that are within the same channel as merchant X.
3. The group of endorser nodes would verify that the proposal is well-formed and has not
been submitted in the past. If the signature of Alice is valid and Alice is properly
authorized to operate on the channel, then they will simulate the transaction proposal
and record the output without actually changing the ledger. The proposal is said to be
executed and endorsed.
4. Each endorser node returns the endorsed proposal to Alice separately.
5. The app can be programmed such that once Alice has fulfilled the endorsement policies
(E.g., received at least 3 out of 5 endorsements required), the endorsed transaction
proposal will be sent to the orderer node.
6. Orderer node accepts the endorsed transactions and specifies the order in which that
transaction will be committed to the ledger2. It then delivers the block of transaction
back to committer nodes of the same channel as merchant X.
7. Committer nodes validate the transaction is unchanged compared to the endorsed
proposal by checking that the transaction in the block matches the local record in the
channel. If verified, the transaction will be added to the ledger, and the results will be
shared with all other peer nodes on the channel.

2

HF blockchain provides three ordering mechanism, namely SOLO, Kafka, and Simplified Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (SBFT). Among them, Kafka provides a crash fault-tolerant solution to ordering and is recommended for
production use.
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8. Each committer node will notify Alice asynchronously on whether the transaction is
accepted or failed. If success, Alice should see that M miles have been credited to her
account.
Evaluation and implications of the proposed blockchain approach
The Hyperledger Fabric blockchain would provide a non-centralized approach to facilitate
communications between airlines and their retails partners. By establishing multiple private
channels, airlines can expand their network and conduct secured transactions with more retail
partners while ensuring that the details of the transactions could not be accessed by airlines’
competitors or other unrelated retail partners. No matter which orderer mechanism is implemented,
the smart contract is only held at the peer nodes, and only the endorsement keys, called the read
and written sets, are transmitted outside the channel to the orderer. The execute-order-validate
model also separates the process of validation, execution, and broadcasting, so that the processing
power could be much higher theoretically. For instance, the latest literature suggests that the HF
blockchain can be engineered to support nearly 20,000 transactions per second (Gorenflo et al.
2019), indicating a significant advantage in scalability over other smart contract blockchains like
Ethereum. Moreover, airlines would not need to verify all transactions by themselves even if the
reward scheme may involve multiple parties. As each peer node will keep a copy of the ledger of
that channel, the risk that the transaction may get lost or contain discrepancies is eliminated. This
mechanism also avoids having a single point of failure, such that the transaction records cannot be
easily altered or get lost once they are written into the ledger. The ledgers in each channel would
also be frequently synced, such that the latest activities would be reflected in the customer’s miles
balance almost instantly, eliminating the time delays in the existing centralized approach.
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Nonetheless, the sophisticated execute-order-validate model and channeling design could
also, in turn, limit the performance of HF blockchain. Particularly, we have established that one
channel should only accommodate a minimal number of partners for privacy reasons. Yet, if an
airline has at least one contract agreement with each partner, we can then expect an airline would
need to establish and manage at least the same number of channels as its number of partners. Even
though peer nodes can be included and function in different channels simultaneously, the large
number of channels may not offer a cost advantage over the existing centralized approach and
present a significant operational challenge. For example, international payment Network SWIFT
conducted a proof-of-concept experiment with HF blockchain and realized that more than 100,000
channels would need to be established and maintained to cover all its existing relationships with
financial institutions (SWIFT 2018). Although HF blockchain may open up more opportunities for
complex reward schemes that involve multiple parties, there is, in fact, only limited collaboration
opportunities between different airline partners in an FFP network in reality. Moreover, airlines
will still have to negotiate the detailed terms and conditions with individual partners to formulate
smart contracts. Therefore, it is unclear whether airlines would find this channel feature attractive
despite it guarantees data privacy.
Besides, the design architecture of an HF blockchain supports crash fault-tolerance but not
full byzantine fault-tolerance. This means that if a single node in the network fails or is
compromised, the system can still operate, and the transaction data stored on the blockchain would
be undisrupted. Yet, it would not be very easy for other nodes or independent observers to identify
whether a node is compromised. It is also not practically immutable, as the integrity of the system
can be threatened by nodes who purposely endorse invalid transactions or do it by error. Therefore,
although it may be tamper-evident such that any discrepancies can be easily identified once the
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record is written into the HF blockchain, the transactions are valid only if we trust that the peer
and orderer nodes are uncompromised. In principle, the identities of these nodes are known and
pre-approved by the airline, but we cannot ignore the possibility that they are indeed malicious.
Moreover, airlines would still incur significant costs in overseeing the process and maintaining the
network. For example, they have to frequently reconcile the partial ledger to form a complete
ledger and keep it in sync, which could be time-consuming and computer-power intensive. Airlines
also need to compensate the peer and orderer nodes for their services.
To briefly summarize, HF blockchain could be a better smart contract blockchain platform
compared to Ethereum for frequent flyer programs. HF’s unique execute-order-validate model
could provide private channels for airlines to manage individual partnerships and to automatically
verify and execute smart contracts. The time delay caused by verification processes in a centralized
approach could be reduced, and customers’ miles balance can be updated almost instantly,
although some time and computing effort are still required to reconcile the partial ledgers from
each channel. Yet, to ensure data integrity, airlines would be responsible for ensuring that the peer
and orderer nodes are not compromised. Airlines would also incur significant costs in establishing
and managing multiple channels. As such, even though HF blockchain can offer a partially
decentralized yet theoretically feasible option for airlines, the practical implementation of such a
proposal could be financially costly and operationally challenging.
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V.

Passenger Identity

Background and problem identification
For security purposes, there are often multiple checks at the airport designed to verify the
identity of travelers. For example, passengers would need to present their travel documents at the
immigration checkpoint and the boarding gate, where state customs authorities and airlines’
ground-handling staff would inspect the travel documents. However, manual inspection processes
are often slow and prone to errors, which may delay the boarding process and create security
concerns. As airlines are interested in simplifying the procedures and more accurately pinpointing
fraudulent documents, one proposed solution in the industry is to utilize biometric authentication
systems that can identify unique physical human characteristics like facial patterns.
Aside from the responsibility to prevent identity frauds, airlines also need to work with
border control authorities to exchange two types of passenger data. First, whenever a passenger
purchases a flight ticket, a unique passenger name record (PNR) will be created on the airline’s
CRS system. PNR data is primarily collected for airlines’ own business purposes so the format
may vary, but a typical PNR will store the itinerary, fare conditions, special service requests, credit
card information, and passenger details such as name, date of birth, nationality, country of
residence, travel document numbers and contacts. As they are entered into the system manually by
the passenger or travel agents, PNRs may be incomplete and could also contain unverified and
inaccurate information, such as passenger names that differ from official travel documents. As
recommended by International Civil Aviation Organization and World Customs Organization,
airlines will usually send PNR records to the border control authorities at the destination upon
flight departure with an electronic data interchange (EDI) standard called PNRGOV. At the same
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time, government request or acknowledgment of response will be transmitted with an EDI standard
called GOVREQ and ACKRES (IATA 2020a).
The second kind of passenger data is Advance Passenger Information (API), which
includes passengers’ verified biographic identification details and basic flight information. When
a passenger check-in at the airport, the self-service kiosk or check-in agent would extract API data
from passports or other government-issued travel documents. API is particularly useful for border
control authorities to match against watch-lists and risk profiles, as well as identifying inadmissible
travelers. There are two types of API systems: A batch API system, which batches API data of all
passengers on board a particular flight and sends them to the border control authority at destination
upon the departure of the flight; and an interactive API system (iAPI), which sends API data to the
border control authority at destination once a passenger check-in at the airport, so that the border
control authority can instantly issue a “board” or “no-board” response for individual passengers.
An iAPI may reduce cases of inadmissible passengers and related penalties for airlines, but the
requirement for live responses makes it a sophisticated system that demands massive investment
from states. API/iAPI data are often sent to the border control authorities with an EDI standard
called UN/EDIFACT PAXLIST, while the live responses from the government are transmitted
with an EDI standard called CUSRES (IATA 2020a).

Blockchain and passenger identity management
In January 2018, IATA published a concept paper on “OneID” to formally introduce the
vision of delivering an “end-to-end passenger experience that is seamless, efficient, and secure”
(IATA 2020e). As a basic principle, IATA believes that passenger data should be collected and
verified as early as possible, ideally at the time of booking or shortly after. Once the border control
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authorities have assessed admissibility after confirming their identities and reviewing their
itineraries, the results could be stored, shared, and used across states and service providers. When
the passengers begin their journey and arrive at the airport, they could be identified by a biometric
recognition system and would not need to present their travel documents over and over again
physically.
To fully realize the potential of this conceptual ecosystem, IATA highlighted four critical
elements (IATA 2018a). First, instead of physical documents, IDs, and flight tickets, passengers
would only need to hold trusted and digital identities that can be verified off-airport. Second, a
shared identity management platform (IMP) would be needed for different stakeholders to
collaborate and communicate. Instead of replacing other systems such as PNR and API
management systems, the IMP would ideally connect these systems and adhere to a “privacy by
design” principle, meaning that data access would only be granted on a “need-to-know” and
“authorized-to-know” basis. Third, a 1-to-N biometric recognition would be needed, meaning that
the biometric credentials of the passenger would be matched against the entire database. Fourth, a
trust framework would have to be established at the industry or national level to specify the
respective roles, responsibilities, and rights of each stakeholder, as well as to detail the governance
of the framework. As the concept paper does not specify the desired technologies to enable the
vision, the upcoming sections would attempt to evaluate how blockchain can play a role in
realizing IATA’s OneID vision, especially for developing a biometrics database and the trust
framework. Moreover, as privacy is a top priority for handling sensitive personal data, it seems
that we should again only consider a permissioned blockchain.
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Blockchain, Biometrics and Trust Framework
To simplify security procedures, OneID vision suggests that we can utilize a biometricsdriven authentication system, which can probably identify unique physical human characteristics,
such as facial patterns and fingerprints, in a few seconds. To outline how blockchain can be
deployed for managing biometrics data, I will now illustrate a generic blockchain-based solution
that utilizes digital signatures. Assume Alice is a passenger who enrolled in a digital ID program:
1. First, Alice would have to visit a trusted institution that can collect and verify her
identity, such as the government office of Country Y where Alice resides. The
government would have to collect the data or attributes like Alice’s fingerprint.
2. The government would then tokenize the fingerprint into a string of numbers and
letters.
3. The government would digitally sign the token with its private key.
4. The digitally signed token would be time-stamped and added to a private
Blockchain that is shared with the border control authorities.
5. The address to the token is then sent to Alice as a form of digital ID, and Alice can
store the digital ID on her phone.
6. When Alice arrived at the airport, she can present her digital ID at the inspection
point. The system would then locate the token in the private blockchain, access the
information, and verify the information using the government’s public key.
7. Alice is allowed to pass through the inspection point.
Although the example mentioned above is over-simplified and is far away from realizing
IATA’s seamless experience vision, it illustrates several characteristics of blockchain that could
be applied to enhance the identity verification and management system in the aviation industry.
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First, similar to the proposed IATA-coin blockchain, we can adopt a partial decentralization
network with a proof-of-authority consensus mechanism. This means that only a small group of
authorized nodes would be needed to verify transaction proposals and digital signatures, and the
data would not need to be exposed to unknown miners. As partial decentralization also means that
the ledger would be stored in multiple locations, the risk of losing the records will be lower even
if some of the nodes are compromised. Second, the concept of tokenization could safeguard the
exchange of sensitive biometric information. The process of tokenization means that biometrics
data like fingerprint would be represented by a string of cipher text that can be passed on quickly.
Even if the data is intercepted, it would be difficult for hackers to retrieve the original data. Third,
a tamper-evident blockchain could serve as a single source of truth to help to identify fraudulent
records. As long as the private keys of the issuers are not compromised, the validity of the
government-authenticated biometrics information can be easily confirmed with their public keys
in an asymmetric cryptographic system.
Nonetheless, it is questionable whether a blockchain is necessary to manage biometrics
data. In particular, we may not need to store the data in a “ledger” format, as once the data are
validated by state authorities and write into the append-only blockchain, there will be limited
alterations needed. Therefore, it seems that other non-blockchain based database systems with
cryptographic features can also provide similar security features with less complexity. Furthermore,
it seems that blockchain is not an ideal solution for connecting different systems that process flight
ticket details and passenger identification information, either. These data come in distinct formats,
and the privacy requirement for passenger identification information would be much higher than
flight itinerary information. The various functional requirements will necessarily complicate the
design of the blockchain network and present a significant technical challenge. Given all these
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challenges, one may be aware of the possible mismatch in utilizing a blockchain as a primary
biometrics database and foresee practical difficulties in implementing blockchain to build a trusted
network for data exchange. Yet, could there be other non-traditional ways of applying blockchain
technologies? To answer the question, the case of e-Estonia may provide us with some insights to
see how it can aid OneID vision.

Blockchain and e-Estonia
The Republic of Estonia (Estonia) is a European country with a population of 1.3 million,
and where 99% of the state services are provided digitally (e-Estonia Briefing Centre 2020a). The
Estonia government introduced the “e-Estonia” initiative in 2002, aiming to develop a safe and
flexible e-services ecosystem for fast and convenient communications. The e-Estonia initiative
consists of three critical pillars (e-Estonia Briefing Centre 2020c).
First, every Estonian would receive a state-issued electronic identity (e-ID) in the form of
physical ID-card, mobile-ID, and smart-ID3. The e-ID does not only establish one’s identity in an
electronic environment for travel or other government purposes but also contains a private key that
can be used for digital signatures. For instance, the e-ID enables commercial activities such as
business and company registration, opening bank accounts and transferring funds, buying and
selling real estate and other property, and trading goods and services (Sullivan and Burger 2017).
Moreover, it is important to note that e-ID solutions are based on public-key encryption4 and do
not utilize blockchain.

3

Smart-ID is a mobile application that provides a solution for people who do not own a SIM Card to securely prove
their online identities.
4
For example, the chip of the physical Id-card contains embedded files that utilize 2048-bit public key encryption.
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The second pillar of e-Estonia is a data exchange platform named X-Road (or X-Tee after
20185). Initially designed for state authorities to query into different national databases, X-Road
now serves as an interoperable platform or tool that not only transmits massive data sets, but also
connects, writes, and searches across multiple information systems simultaneously (Estonian
Information System Authority 2020). To yield greater efficiency, the platform now also accepts
data access requests from private entities. In principle, any private entity could be approved by
Estonia’s State Information System Authority (RIA) to become an X-Road member, given it has
an institutional need to exchange data faster, more conveniently, and with lower overhead costs.
As it connects different local databases, X-road has a distributed architecture. Yet, it is important
to note that it is not built on a blockchain and is centrally managing the identities of the data service
providers and users. All the data are stored locally by data providers, and the data are exchanged
directly between the data exchange parties. To ensure data privacy, data access is only granted to
authorized parties but not all the participants on the network.
The third pillar consists of security features that are used to protect the e-Estonia ecosystem.
One feature is the establishment of data embassies, which are essentially back-up servers placed
outside the country in case the local servers are compromised. Another feature is the
implementation of Keyless Signature Infrastructure (KSI) blockchain, which is developed by a
software company named Guardtime. According to the whitepaper published by Guardtime, KSI
blockchain is a permissioned blockchain that is designed to ensure data integrity for data and
digital assets management (Guardtime Federal, LLC 2017). The structure of the blockchain is
relatively simple, as it only consists of a hash calendar blockchain and a five-node hash calendar

5

In February 2018, Estonia's and Finland’s data exchange layers were connected. X-road now refers to the
technology developed together by Finland and Estonia for interoperability solutions, while X-Tee refers to the
specific data exchange layer used in Estonia.
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cluster, which serves as an aggregator to process requests from client-facing gateways. For
instance, a user who wants to insert data into the database can send a request through the gateway.
The aggregator cluster would then register the hash of the data to the hash calendar and return a
signature to prove the user’s participation. This signature token provides information such as the
signing time and the signing entity, and the system will continuously verify that it has not been
tampered with. The mentioned security features are highlighted in figure 5.
In the e-Estonia project, KSI blockchains are deployed in individual state databases, such
as the databases of Healthcare Registry and Property Registry, as an add-on security feature. Yet,
not all databases in the X-Road network utilize KSI blockchain. To easier visualize what a KSI
blockchain does, we can imagine that the system is taking a snapshot of the local database and
producing a unique key every second. So, given a signature token, we can quickly verify the
validity of the data and identify any data discrepancies. Guardtime has also claimed that a KSI
blockchain could overcome two major weaknesses of traditional blockchains with its processing
speed and scalability (Guardtime Federal, LLC 2020). Indeed, since it has eliminated the mining
mechanism and there is virtually no other consensus mechanism in place, it is not surprising that
settlement only takes about 1 second on a KSI blockchain. For the same reason, it can also process
up to 1012 requests per second (e-Estonia Briefing Centre 2020b), which is far more than that
offered by any other existing blockchains. Moreover, a principle of KSI blockchain is that it only
stores the hash value of the data, but not the actual data. As the actual data will never leave the
local databases, the risk of data leakage may be lowered. Figure 6 provides a sample illustration
of a KSI blockchain design.
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OneID with e-Estonia’s model
From the e-Estonia example, it seems to have demonstrated that blockchain may offer more
benefits to IATA’s OneID vision by serving as a security feature to enhance data integrity and
security instead of a database for permanent data storage. If a similar model were to be applied to
the One-ID vision, the trust framework could be understood as a data exchange platform that
connects systems of different service providers in the industry. This data exchange platform can
be used to facilitate exchanges of passenger data stored in airlines’ and states’ databases, but it
would not be blockchain-based. Instead, KSI or other similar blockchains can be implemented to
ensure the data integrity of participants’ local databases, such as a state’s biometric database, which
are also not necessarily blockchain-based. However, for this model to be feasible, it seems that
individual states would first have to build up their digital or biometrics identity databases and
implement their e-ID equivalent solutions.

Evaluation and implications of the proposed blockchain approach
With blockchain serving as a security feature but not the primary biometrics database, we
can avoid the debate of whether blockchain is a good match for storing data. Specifically, KSI
blockchain, or other private blockchains that focus on data integrity, could be implemented to
enforce the “privacy-by-design” principle, as stated in the fourth requirement of IATA’s OneID
vision. The signature token feature of a KSI blockchain would allow data users, which are likely
to be states’ border control authorities and airlines, to verify the data provider quickly, and whether
the data has been tampered with since it has been written into the blockchain. Moreover, as the
blockchain only stores the hash value of the data, the original biometrics data that are highly
sensitive would not need to be exposed during the verification process. By separating blockchain
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and the primary database, the system would be compatible with different types of data and does
not require states and airlines to establish a universal data format.
Yet, apart from the field of data integrity, it seems that blockchain’s contribution to OneID
vision is relatively limited. For example, KSI blockchain provides a solution for data integrity, but
not data authenticity. In other words, the KSI blockchain can only demonstrate to the data users
that the data stored are unchanged, but we still have to trust the provider that their data is accurate
and reliable. Although this issue is not unique to the OneID vision as we also have to trust that
state-issued passports are reliable in the existing system, it may present a false sense of security to
users that the data that are protected by blockchain feature would be infallible. Moreover, the
removal of consensus mechanisms in a KSI blockchain is a significant departure from the
traditional way of establishing immutability in a blockchain. Although it is decentralized partially
in the sense that all the nodes in the cluster can manage the hash calendar, it does not contain a
dynamic “ledger” of transactions but only a series of static records. So, one may even question
whether we should consider such technology a “blockchain” when it barely resembles the original
Bitcoin blockchain.
Furthermore, with a KSI blockchain, biometrics, or other sensitive personal data will still
need to be stored in a local database. Similar to other centralized systems, these databases could
become an obvious target for hackers. There would need to be extra security measures or features
other than blockchain to prevent unauthorized access and data leakages, increasing the financial
cost to develop and maintain the network. Meanwhile, to create and maintain a platform that can
connect different systems, a robust governance structure would be needed to manage membership
and coordinate the exchanges. In e-Estonia, it is evident that the state would be responsible for
leading the integration. Yet, for the OneID vision, it becomes less clear who would be liable to
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take up the initiative to coordinate and establish cross-border agreements between states, airlines,
and other service providers in the travel industry. Some may suggest that IATA or other
international organizations may help to facilitate the conversation, but it could still be difficult to
align and balance the distinct interests of individual airlines, states and service providers. As such,
it seems that one of the critical challenges facing the OneID vision will be the feasibility of largescale cross-border and cross-sector collaborations. In this case, the issue will be beyond what
technologies like blockchain can address.
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VI.

Conclusion
This paper provides a high-level introduction to blockchain technology and scrutinizes

three areas where IATA believes blockchain technologies could be implemented to improve
efficiencies. On the one hand, this paper serves as a follow-up paper of IATA’s 2016 blockchain
whitepaper and provides industry executives with a more in-depth understanding of the benefits
and limitations of a blockchain approach. On the other hand, it is also crafted in a way such that
readers who are unfamiliar with blockchain technologies and the aviation industry could also get
a general sense of the considerations related to implementing blockchain in applications beyond
cryptocurrencies. The key findings of the paper could be summarized as follows:
First, there is no single universal blockchain solution across the issues identified. Although
it was the Bitcoin blockchain that sparked public interest in blockchain technologies, it is unlikely
for the aviation industry to directly implement a Bitcoin blockchain because it is specifically
designed to solve the double-spending problem of cryptocurrencies. While we may alter the
properties and develop a different version of the Bitcoin blockchain to achieve specific business
objectives in the aviation industry, such as reducing payment latencies of inter-airline payments,
but we must be aware of the trade-offs. For instance, compared to Bitcoin or other permissionless
blockchains, private blockchains are more likely to be suitable for the aviation industry because
their designs usually would not require exposing the ledger to the public or to all the nodes in the
same network. Rather, only authorized entities that are trusted by participants could access and
process the data. Privacy could be a critical concern for airlines, as airlines often need to deal with
data that are sensitive and revealing, such as their business agreements with partners and personally
identifiable information. However, fulfilling the privacy requirement may often risk losing the
practical immutability promised by the Bitcoin Blockchain.
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Second, this paper proposes and evaluates multiple blockchain approaches to address each
of the three issues identified. Blockchain solutions could indeed, in principle, offer at least some
benefits over the existing or traditional approach. For instance, the idea of a supernational currency
“IATA coin” that facilitates intra-airline payments could be realized on a partially decentralized
permissioned blockchain that is guarded by a proof-of-authority consensus mechanism. As each
validator will have a copy of the entire ledger, the risk of having a single point of failure will be
mitigated. The proposed blockchain would also open up the opportunity for microtransactions and
instant intra-industry payments, as well as removing the need for participants to obtain
accreditation with IATA coins serving as casino-chips. Meanwhile, a Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain may provide traceable records and a secure way for airlines and their retail partners to
exchange assets, such as flight miles, through an execute-order-validate model that supports smart
contracts and private channels. As peer nodes will each keep a copy of the ledger of its channel,
the time needed to reconcile the ledger would be less than the existing centralized approach. For
IATA’s OneID vision, a KSI blockchain can be implemented as a security feature of individual
non-blockchain-based databases, such as a biometrics database. Specifically, KSI’s signature
token would allow state border control authorities and other data users to verify the authenticity of
the data almost instantly.
Third, without mining or other economic incentive mechanisms, each proposed blockchain
approach will still require a central or quasi-central authority to coordinate the collaborations and
commitments of participating parties. For the intra-industry payment blockchain, the role of IATA
may shift from an intermediary to become an overseer of the network. Its responsibilities would
include setting up and updating the governing rules, ensuring the well-functioning of verification
nodes, and issuing digital coins through its currency exchange services. For the frequent flyer
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program blockchain, airlines may not have the burden for reconciling a fully centralized ledger
anymore, but they will still need to negotiate detailed terms and conditions with each retail partner
to set up the smart contracts. For IATA’s OneID vision, it seems that blockchain’s contribution is
limited to the field of data integrity. Although the blockchain can be deployed and managed by
data providers, the realization of the overall OneID vision would depend mainly on the possibility
of large-scale cross-border and cross-sector collaborations. One may argue that IATA or other
international organizations could take up the responsibilities theoretically. However, it may be
fundamentally difficult to align and balance the distinct interests of individual airlines, states and
service providers.
Therefore, due to the high requirements for data privacy and difficulties to align interests,
blockchain solutions may not necessarily offer superior alternatives over traditional approaches to
address the industry’s challenges despite they are theoretically feasible. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that this paper is merely a starting point for the discussion. With limited data and
literature available, the proposed solutions can only offer an oversimplified and general approach
to understand how blockchain may be useful to address the current challenges facing the aviation
industry. For a more thorough understanding of the benefits and limitations of a blockchain
solution, further research is needed to specify the technical requirements and quantify the costs
and savings.
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VII. Figures
Figure 1: A GDS-centered distribution network
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Figure 2: Money flow for payments
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Figure 3: Total transaction fees paid to miners for Bitcoin from March to May 2020.
(Blockchain.com 2020)

Figure 4: Visualization of a sample Hyperledger Fabric blockchain network.
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Figure 5: Security features of a KSI blockchain (Lohmus 2017)

Figure 6: A sample KSI blockchain design (Lohmus 2017)
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